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Abstract

Cancer is a deadly disease which can be understood as the death of the cell, with no specific reasons known till today, the diagnosis of cancer can be done in certain stages where in initial stages it is unable to diagnose in some conditions. In other words cancer is also called as Malignancy. In today's era there is a multiple mortality rate due to different types of cancer. Due to the unknown reason for the cause it affects all ages starting with neonates to the adultery. In some cases the cancer is cured and in some cases the treatment of the cancer may not bring out any results. Well coming to the cancer with additional diseases causing the disease to be more powerful than the will power of the human. There is no reason why it is affecting a specific person irrespective of age and gender.

There are types of cancers like leukemia, brain tumor, osteomyelitis gastrointestinal cancer, Breast cancer etc. depending on the affected area the treatment varies some needed the radiotherapy and some require the removal of the tumor cell in order to affect their capacity to multiply. There are many advanced techniques in treatment of cancer like the surgeries and chemotherapy with additional medication. The chance of the life survival of a person after treatment depends on many conditions like the age and the personal health conditions some cancers can be treated with chemotherapy where the chance of survival can be predicted when coming to surgeries the chances are unpredicted. In adultery the treatment of cancer is a bit unpredicted where the already body aligning health conditions do not help the fast recovery or the recovery of cancer.

Immunotherapy

Immune therapy which explains the action of the vaccine on the immune system, the human body produces the y shaped antibodies to protect host against the foreign vast. Immunotherapy is a type of biological therapy. Biological therapy is a type of treatment that uses substances made from living organisms to treat cancer. There are types of immunotherapy

Vaccination

Generally the vaccination means to protect against the disease. Through the lane with the inbuilt technology in every hand there are advanced technologies in the protection against cancer.

Coming to vaccination: vaccines have been produced to halt infectious diseases by alerting the immune system to fight against pathogens. Vaccination provokes the immune system sending the message to fight against the foreign substance entering the body. The types of vaccines are:

For the best of our knowledge, we conclude that recent advances in cancer treatment and therapies will ignite the hope in cancer vaccination and treatment. Though malignancy is a deadly disease there are methods and therapies to treat and vaccines to protect or eradicate cancer. The immunotherapies which are to be brought to light to make the survival of the cancer patients. As around the world there are millions of population lack of proper treatment and lack of certain knowledge losing lives. The proper knowledge regarding the disease can be a bit helpful for the treatment and not a complete cure. Although malignancy is caused with no any root cause it is distanced from normal day life with a good healthy wealthy environment.
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